Earth Day is like a day that you’re really happy about all the things the Earth gives to you. We can make animals’ homes. We do not throw our trash—like outside in the backyard—or anything. You just need to throw it away in the trash.” – Love Mei

“This is a TRUE story though. Me, I was talking to my friend, Ben—well, Ben [name]. And I saw how there was trash everywhere, as I was talking to him, and so I said “Y’know this is a good idea for Earth Day.” And I went to tell my Mom this little thing about trash in the field. So that day we picked up trash and it was so fun and I loved it and my friend Ben came over. Picking up trash is great. You just need a Target Bag and gloves. We found a lot of trash. A lot, a lot, a lot, a lot. Love Mei. And then La La La.”

“Let me tell you about something called packing peanuts. Well, you know how order things in boxes? And these white things come on the bottom and you’re like what’s going on? Y’know you don’t know where to put them. Do you think you put them outside? No. Listen to me. You get them and you put them in water. It has to be in the sink or the swimming pool or something and they sink down and then you don’t have them anymore. Some of them are biodegradable and some of them are not.”

NEI

“It’s about what her mom should plant in the garden this year. She would plant pumpkin seeds because I love pumpkins. They’re my favorite and actually I’ve eaten their seeds before. I wish you would plant all kinds of corn. I really want my Mom to plant some birthday seeds. Yeah, I wish there were some! Oh yeah, I wanted cucumbers. I would like seaweed! I don’t know if we can grow it in the earth...”